In information hiding scheme, the security and robustness of watermarking are two important performances. Based on the design of secure watermarking signal, this paper proposes a robust video information hiding solution for protecting fingerprint content. In our proposed method, construction of fingerprint watermarking signal from the compressed sensing (CS) measurements relies on the knowledge of the measurement matrix used for sensing, in which generation of the CS matrix can offer a natural method for the secret key.
Introduction
Digital watermarking is a process for hiding some secret information in a carrier signal. This process can be used for several applications like verification of the authenticity or integrity of the carrier signal, copyright protection, or more generally for multimedia security purpose. In video information hiding field, the hidden data should be recoverable even after the host has undergone standard transformations, such as compression, noise, and other attacks [1] . Since a video is formed from a sequence of frames, it presents the data owner with the possibility to embed and send a large amount of watermarking data. Therefore, the security and robustness of the video watermarking have emerged as the domain of extensive research in recent years, especially for the e-commerce and the cloud application.
Considering the performances requirement of video information hiding system, in previous works, researchers have majorly focused on increasing watermarking capacity for robustness by means of information and communication theory. For example, in [2] , Biswas et al. proposed an adaptive compressed MPEG-2 watermarking scheme, in which, the spatial spread spectrum watermark is embedded directly into the compressed streams by modifying discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients. Although it is substantially more effective and robust against spatial attacks such as scaling, rotation, frame averaging, and filtering, but the effect is not obvious resistance to temporal attacks like frame dropping and temporal shifting. For MPEG-4 video, Barni et al. [3] presented a watermarking method of MPEG-4 Video objects, which embeds a watermark message in each video object by imposing a particular relationship between some predefined pairs of quantized DCT coefficients in the luminance of pseudo-randomly selected macroblocks (MBs). The system presents some robustness against common manipulations such as re-coding at lower bitrates and frame dropping, however, it does not think a good candidate for copyright protection and digital rights management (DRM) in information hiding applications. At present, a robust video adaptive watermarking method was proposed for copyright protection in discrete wavelet transform (DWT) domain [4] . By incorporating with visual model, the proposed scheme has resulted in an efficient watermarking scheme for effective copyright protection of the video. But for secure authentication of the video content, the method is non-effective. Hence, application of the method is limited.
Compressed sensing (CS) theory has been developed recently and has provided a suitable method for identifying the best relation between the security and robustness as described in [5] [6] [7] . It has been shown that many signal processing algorithms performed in the CS domain have very close performance as performed in the original domain [8, 9, 10] . Based on the CS theory, Lu et al. [11] has proposed a secure image retrieval system through random projection in CS domain. Furthermore, in [12] , Zhang et al., proposed a novel watermarking scheme which employed a CS technique to retrieve the coefficients by exploiting the sparseness in the DCT domain. In [13] , Wang and Zeng et al., proposed a scheme of integrated secure watermark detection and privacy preserving storage in the CS domain, in which the multimedia data and secret watermark pattern were presented to the cloud for secure watermark detection in the CS domain to protect the privacy. These works indicate that signal processing or watermarking data-mining in the CS domain is feasible and is computationally secure under certain conditions. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the problems of traditional methods for generating watermark signal. Section 3 introduces related work for CS theory. Section 4 presents our proposed method about the CS-watermarking signal, and describes the embedding and extraction of our proposed method for the CS-watermarking data. Section 5 shows the experimental results for fingerprint watermarking, and demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed the scheme. In this section, the experimental goal of using fingerprint image as the CS-watermarking signal is to protect ownership for identity authentication in e-commerce application. Finally, we give our conclusion in section 6. Figure 1 shows a generation process of the original image watermarking signal utilizing traditional methods. In traditional methods, the original watermark image must be sampled by some transformation, such as DCT, DWT, SVD, and Curvelet, et al. Then, all coefficients must be scrambled (that is an encryption) by some transformation, i.e., Qi and Zou et al. [14] proposed two transformation methods of Arnold and Fibonacci Q. In other words, this kind of method means that each pixel of the image is scrambled by a convolution form of some matrix. Therefore, the realization scheme is a nonlinear transform process, and the watermarking signal exits in a lot of data redundancy. In such case, researchers must increase the watermark capacity to improve the robustness of the watermark system [15] . However, the increasing of the watermark capacity will cause easily two problems of visual distortion and transmission rate variety under certain bandwidth.
Problems of Previous Works

Figure 1. Generation Process of the Traditional Watermarking Signal
In this paper, we wish to establish a novel secure information hiding system by utilizing the watermark signal obtained from the CS measurement matrix, and can retain higher watermarked robustness under certain communication rate. Figure 2 shows the flow diagram of the watermark signal CS-based.
Figure 2. Generation Process of the Novel Watermarking Signal in this Paper
Related Works for CS
In [16] [17] , the CS theory asserts that when a signal can be represented by a small number of non-zero coefficients, it can be perfectly recovered after being transformed by a limited number of incoherent, non-adaptive linear measurements. Suppose an original signal f∈ N R is a K-sparse vector ( only K out of the N elements of f are nonzero) and can be transformed to
and  is called as the sparse matrix. For images, typical choices of  include the DCT and DWT. If  satisfies RIP (Restricted Isometry Property), [16] [17] shows solving the bellow optimization problem
This is equivalent to finding the sparsest solutions to
where C is a small constant. The CS theory states that such a signal x can be reconstructed by taking only M linear projection, non-adaptive measurements as follows
where y is an M×1 sampled vector, and  is an N M  measurement matrix that is incoherent with  , i.e., the maximum magnitude of the element in  is small. Equation (1) presents an l1 minimization problem which can be solved by orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm. It has been shown that it is feasible for many signal processing algorithms to be performed in the CS domain [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . For (2), if the entries of matrix  are generated from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance σ∈1/m,  is a RIP matrix with overwhelming probability in [16] [17] . The Gaussian CS matrix suits include the seeds and a random function.
In the practical application, an image with the size N= . The corresponding measurement sample i y is then: and M is the number of samples needed by the CS measurement for the whole image. In this way,  has a block-diagonal structure as follow:
Therefore, the overall technique above was called block CS (BCS) [18] .
The Watermarking Signal in CS Domain
The Generation of the CS-watermarking Signal
In the scheme presented, we divide firstly the original fingerprint watermark image into a lot of non-overlapping blocks, in which blocking criteria of the image is jointly decided by size of the watermarking signal and positioning accuracy of the watermarking as extraction and recover purpose. Next, each block of the image is carried out by a sparse basis matrix in which we use DCT as the sparse basis Ψ, and form various DCT coefficients blocks. Simultaneously, measurement matrix B  is deployed to sense these DCT coefficients independently within each block. The process is simply random linear projection, and can be achieved by inner product operation of corresponding two elements between Ψ and B  . Here, according to the CS principle in [16] [17] , selection of B  is incoherent with Ψ. By considering that the sparse basis Ψ is a type of DCT matrix in our method, we can solve the constraint by designing an appropriate measurement matrix B  . We will discuss the design of B  in subsection 4.2. Finally, the watermarking signal is produced by combining the all sampling values of measurement matrix B  . The realization principle of the watermark signal is shown in Figure 3 .
In Figure 3 , assume that an original gray watermark image is size of 
By a zig-zag scanning, the 64 coefficients of each block are rearranged as a vector
Thus, a one-to-one mapping relationship between the k reference values set and k image blocks is then established in DCT domain. For the size 8×8 of each block-group, we quantize the reference values in a non-uniform manner 64 ,..., 1 , 63 ,...,
By the quantization, , then all measurement samples of each block will be composed to a form of the watermark signal in the CS domain, as shown in (11) . Usually, the elements of B  in (11) are binary, then values of the watermarking signal
As described above, if we have selected an appropriate measurement matrix  corresponding the sparse basis Ψ , the measurement samples of the image can express all features of the original watermark image in DCT-CS domain, so we can take the measurement samples as the watermarking signal that is called the CS-watermarking signal in this paper. In the other words, the CS-watermarking signal can show an inherent characteristics of the watermarking image by measurement samples, and size M of data is far less than one N of the real input signal while the basis Ψ provides a K sparse representation of signal x ( K<<N).
Construction of Measurement Matrix
Construction of measurement matrix  in (3), (4), and (11) is the most important factor to generate the secure CS-watermarking signal. Considering the security requirement of the information hiding with the robust CS-watermarking signal, in this paper, we develop a new sampling operator called scrambled block Hadamard matrix (SBHM). In our SBHM,  employs the partial block Hadamard transform and randomly permuting its columns, so we have a form of  as follow
where the matrix . We can see that (12) replaces the Fourier matrix in scrambled Fourier ensemble with the blocked Hadamard matrix
For satisfying the incoherent of  and Ψ, we compile a wishlist to show the construction criterion of  .
1)Near optimal performance: The number of measurements for perfect reconstruction is close to theory bound ;
2)Universality:  can be paired with a variety of sparse basis matrix Ψ for natural watermark images;
3)Security: each element of  has scrambling and random efficient, and is asymptotically normal with zero mean and variance of N 1 .
Based on the construction criterion above, we map the elements of the blocked Hadamard matrix N M   using the group homomorphism
, we can describe an alternative construction of Hadamard matrix. First of all, consider the matrix n H of rank n, the n n 2  matrix whose columns consist of all n-bit numbers arranged in ascending counting order. We may define along with small memory requirement. On the other hand, based on the combinatorial central limit theorem, we can yet prove, that for  given in (10) cannot be selected as a pure random operator. Here, we will consider the method of linear congruential permutation (LCP) which is a simple pixel level scrambler. For input vector
In (16), A is a positive integer relative prime with N. Therefore, a structure of matrix (15) , and this secret key will further apply to extraction of the CS-watermarking signal in receiver side.
Embedding and Extraction of the CS-watermarking Signal in the Video Stream
In MPEG coding, the video sequence is first divided into groups of pictures or frames (GOP) considered I-frame, B-frame, and P-frame [2, 3] . According to the video sequence characteristics, the B-frame and P-frame are dependent on the I-frame. And the raw video data can also be considered as a sequence of still images. So, in our approach, the CSwatermarking signal is mainly embedded into the luminance component of each I-frame in the uncompressed domain. We can extract I frame by syntactic elements of the video stream. Then, DCT coefficients of I frame will be analyzed to select a suitable area for embedding.
In the paper, for video data of I frame, we take several successive frames as a group. Every frame within a group will be divided into a number of blocks which will be transformed into the DCT domain by the pseudo-3-D DCT method in [19] . Based on the pseudo-3-D DCT method, the proposed approach can reduce the computation complexity. Figure 4 sketchers the video stream processing procedure combining the CS-watermarking embedding with extraction.
Figure 4. Sketch of the CS-watermarking Procedure
Firstly, in Figure 4 , we take four consecutive frames as a group, and every frame within a group is divided some blocks. And then, according to the algorithm of H.Huang proposed in [19] , the DC value of each block located in the same position of successive frames for a group is transformed into the DCT domain again. After transforming the second DCT process, we will obtain a new DC value and several AC values. Thus, we embed the CS-watermarking signal into these AC values, and can extract the CS-watermarking signal based on the principle of embedding and extraction in Figure 4 . We achieve the video hiding process with the CS-watermarking signal by QIM in [20] . The detailed process of in Figure 4 refers to the description in [19] [20] .
High-Recovery Quality of the Original Watermark Image with the CSwatermarking Signal
In CS domain, the signal of the watermark image is reconstructed from nonadaptive linear projections corresponding to the watermark generating side by viewing the decoding step as an inverse problem that is cast as a sparsity-regularized convex optimization process in [16] [17] [18] . Therefore, for a given CS-watermarking signal According to the secure key S in encoding side, we can reconstruct measurements matrix  . Thus, for data
IDCT is IDCT operation of sparse basis Ψ based-DCT, and Wiener filtering takes place in the spatial domain of reconstructing image for eliminating the block effect, and executing condition of iteration in (19) is (20) In essence, BCS-SPL reconstruction applies a Landweber step on each DCT block using measurements matrix  [18] . Therefore, we can finally recover high-quality the original image with the CS-watermarking signal by (19)- (20) in DCT-CS domain.
Security Analysis of the CS-watermarking Signal
The CS technique is itself an encryption process, and the process can provide an effective security of compression and encryption for the signal processes, in which the encryption does not need any extra computational cost caused from other encryption protocol. In the process of the encryption, measurements matrix of CS can be regarded as a realization form of secure and reliable key. In [21] , Y. Rachlin et al. have proved that if an attack didn't have a priori knowledge of the key, he can only try all possible key using some exhaustive algorithms, but this is a NP-hard problem, and is almost impossible to be solved. Therefore, security of the information hiding system based CS-watermarking signal can be decided by the encryption property of CS measurement values , in which random elements of measurements matrix decide the measurement values property with random noise. On the other hand, we can also show the security of the CS-watermarking signal from the signal detection field in detail. The process is showed as follow.
Thus, the measurement values of matrix  will be changed correspondingly as
It is obvious from (2) and (21), we have 
Experiment and Results
To test and verify the performance of the CS-watermarking signal proposed in this paper, the experimental results are compared with Huang et al. [19] and Kong et.al [22] to perform various attacks, including MPEG compression, noise contamination, and filtering operation.
Experiment Objects
In our experiment, the watermark image is denoted by a gray level fingerprint with the size 160×160, in which the goal of fingerprint image used for the original watermark signal is to explore an new secure application of e-commerce with the principle of biological recognition in information hiding field. Before experiment, we captured the fingerprint image from sensor FPS110 of Verdicom Inc. Next, the fingerprint image is executed by 2-D DCT using (5) . Figure 5 shows obviously that measurement values of CS have some random properties. In other words, generating of the CS-watermarking signal is essentially an encryption process in CS domain. This is because that the measurement values of CS are decided via measurement
matrix while the matrix has pseudo-random entries that can be generated by using a secure key shared between the owner and authorized users. For video signal, experiment used real Basketball and Mobile video for demonstration, respectively. The size of each video is 720×480, and every video consists of 300 frames. We take four successive frames as a group and each frame is divided into numbers of 8×8 blocks, which is the same method with process of the fingerprint image by using (5) . In addition, we embed 640 bits into a group. Therefore, we need ten groups to embed one CS-watermarking image. Meanwhile, in order to find the obvious comparison result, the watermarking data of the fingerprint image are also generated by DCT method of H. Huang et al. [19] and SVD method of W. Kong et.al [22] , respectively. In this case, size of the watermarking of methods of H. Huang et al. and W. Kong et.al is four times more than the one of our proposed method.
Robustness Measurement
As we have known, robustness is an important performance in information hiding with watermarking. In our experiment, a measure of the normalized correlation (NC) used for calculating the difference between the extracted the CS-watermarking 
Recovered Fingerprint Image after Filtering and Noise Attacks:
In order to study deeply the robustness of the information hiding system, we consider also various intentional or unintentional attacks, such as Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance 0.05 and "pepper & salt" with density 0.1, and wiener filter attacks to demonstrate the performances of the system. Figures 9-11 present the experimental results of the fingerprint image recovered with watermark signal from Basketball video stream based BCS-SPL algorithm in [18] . From these results, we can understand no matter what the attacks are, the NC values of the fingerprint image recovered from our proposed hiding scheme can still exceed 0.998, and the fingerprint image can be reconstructed with higher quality than the methods of Huang et al., and Kong et al. In other words, the information hiding scheme with CS-watermarking signal proposed in this paper have a better ability to resist these attacks. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a secure CS-watermark signal and applied to a video information hiding scheme in DCT-CS domain. The CS-watermark signal is generated by measurement values of the scramble block Hadamard matrix which can express all features of the original fingerprint watermark image and possess itself an encryption property from random elements of measurement matrix that encryption occurs implicitly in the sensing process-without requiring additional computation. Therefore, the CS-watermark signal is computationally simple, and has higher security than traditional methods achieved by extra scrambling and random process in information hiding field. In addition, since the video experimental system established in the paper needs only to embed a smaller amount of the watermark data into video carrier signal, the hiding scheme can effectively resist compressions, noises and filtering attacks, and can maintain a better robust performance. Through the extensive experiments, the CS-watermark signal can also reconstruct highly the original fingerprint image by utilizing BCS-SPL algorithm in [18] . In further, we will research deeply information forensics by CS theory.
